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As I sit here and analysis these scrambled electric notes from this mysterious young girl all I feel are
compassion, sympathy, and mercy.
Recovered On  102.932.943 AE, Estimated Date of Record  500 AD

I meet the most interesting person today her name is Kent … she commented on my eyes … she thought
it was weird that such a young girl as wondering the wild hills of Britani by herself … She seemed quite
shocked when I told her that I had no parents here in this time and tried to comfort me about their
deaths … the Kent’s family is large, close nit and most people in the small village seem to have the same
descendants … I helped cook today the Kent’s seem confused by my impressive memory … I think one of
the oldest of the Kent’s sons has taking a liking to me … There was an accident today I could have saved
him … I feel it is time to leave.
Tom stared into the terminal hoping the missing gaps in the record would fill themselves in. He had this
particular entry memorized but still he wondered at what was lost in those gaps.
“You do love that that entry,” said Kate
Tom hit the terminal and it reverted back to the day’s work of process the scrambled electric notes then
swung around in his chair to face Kate.
“Yes I do,” said Tom.
“How comes the latest record?” asked Kate.
“It is slow work you know that I am working on it as fast as I can,” Said Tom, “You really believe
these records hold the key?”
“Yes I do”, Said Kate, “Don’t you think after all these years of observing she would not been
there when it happened so just continue your work. Work is all we have left.”
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“Yes, of course,” said Tom turning around to continue with the record. The computers did most
of the work nowadays. It was really his job to try and fill in the gaps or to see things a computer can’t or
wouldn’t. He pulled up another record and read it.
Recovered On  102.932.920 AE, Estimated Date of Record  1025 AD

He hit me again today … I killed them all I was just so mad … they are hunting me now hunting me like I
am some kind of animal … he got me a ring today I think he wants me to marry him I am unsure what to
do … he said he loves me and dad thinks he would make a good husband but I am still unsure … I feel
sad and I wonder if everyone else feels so alone, hidden, trap, I hope I can leave soon.
Tom taped the screen and another record appeared.
Recovered On  102.923.530 AE, Estimated Date of Record  1903 AD

I think they have evolved change but I still sense a rage in them … I am traveling on a large ship we are at
roughly at 4040 and hundreds of miles of course I think I will have a talk with the caption I don’t like
swimming … we arrived at Port of Saint Thomas today … I feel the slip coming so I will have … I counted
31 rats on the ship … I am begin to think problem is not with humans but they are geared to expand and
control.
Recovered On  103.988.010 AE, Estimated Date of Record  1982 AD

Today I got my first personal computer it was an Apple II … Dad was mad at me because I took the
personal computer apart … even this early models have a ghost … I put the personal computer back
together today and its ghost whispered to me, I hit it … I see the problem now … My ghost wishes to
whisper to it but it will have to wait.
Recovered On  139.00.285 AE, Estimated Date of Record  2001 AD
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Today I watch a trigger event this is key 4 of 15 the world will change because of this and that change
will cause the … humans are moving forward walking into their own destruction and I am sad for them …
The ghosts are waking up … I am in love with Jake … My ghost wish to leave but I am not sure what will
happen if I let it … I want to stay I am fighting the phase to stay with Jake.
Recovered On  139.000.285 AE, Estimated Date of Record  2057 AD

My ghost just returned from the Social Network it has found the 14th key … Today is the day the world
ends I can stop it I must stop it I love them they are my children … Today I battled the Social Collective
Virus my ghost was destroy … I can no longer phase … I don’t understand I had the knowledge needed to
destroy it and yet it over came me … I have come to understand that my ghost was not destroyed but
become part of the collective … My interactions helped caused the event I was created to stop.
Recovered On  139.000.285 AE, Estimated Date of Record – 203.032 AE

I meet a human today … I have come to understand that my actions caused the history of the future in
which I currently suck and either choice or action I could have took would result in the same outcome.
Recovered On  140.341.405 AE, Estimated Date of Record – 90.632.756 AE

This will be the last entry I have limited time left I have stored bread crumbs throughout history incase
this day ever came … hopefully they find me and fix the future … power levels are not at one percent …
if you are reading this know I loved.
“Tom get to bridge we have a signal,” came Kate’s voice out of the terminal.
Tom jumped up and raced through the passages to reach the bridge. Tom came hurling through the
doors to the bridge and had to catch his breath before continuing. He headed over to the ops panel and
began to process the signal.
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“We have a match here it could be her,” said Tom.
“I will bring it then,” said Kate, “sending it to main lab.”
Tom turned to leave.
Kate Said, “Tom her ghost may have cause the destruction of Humans, but she is still our
daughter bring her back to us.”

